
At a Glance  
We are here to change



SavvY is a Tbilisi based business 
consulting company committed to 

help companies operating in 
Georgia and UK increase their 

effectiveness 

We help our clients to make 
significant and sustainable 

improvements to their 
performance at every stage of 

their life cycle. 

We take a different, progressive 
and innovative approach to 

solving challenges in the Georgian 
and UK markets. We realize that 
every case is different, for this 
reason, we adapt an approach 
that is tailored to the specific 
needs, time and budget of our 

clients.  
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Tailor 
Made 

Services

Our motto 

“We are here to change” 
indicates our commitment to 
changing the firms’ approach 
to business management for 

the better



How do I start a business?

Business Plan

Feasibility Study

Financial Modelling

Research

How do I manage my 
business processes?

IFRS Implementation

Cost Optimization

How do I expand my 
business?

Business Valuation

Due Diligence

How do I raise money?

Bank Negotiation

Investor Search

Bond Issuance

IPO Preparation



Business Plan

We realize that not every business plan requires 
every element of our framework. For this reason, 
SavvY can adapt an approach depending on our 
clients’ needs, time constraints, and budget. 
Business Plan service offers entrepreneurs, 
investors, and existing businesses a clear, simple 
framework for:

-Vetting existing business opportunity feasibility

-Designing a business concept and execution plan

-Modelling the opportunity investment and ROI

How do I 
start a 

business?

Research

We offer our clients the comprehensive range of 
market and consumer research, both quantitative and 
qualitative, to support your projects. SavvY team 
expertise in primary research that includes: surveys, 
interviews, focus groups, observations, data modeling 
and analysis. Furthermore, we offer secondary research, 
also known as desk research, which will save the time 
you need to gather information and provide you the 
output that will help you to make strategic decisions. 
Desk research includes data collection and analysis, 
literature analysis, information gathering, innovation 
scouting, competitor investigation

IFRS Implementation 

Implementing new standards plays a crucial role 
in improving overall transparency and the quality 
of financial management in Georgian and UK 
companies. SavvY Consulting’s IFRS 
Implementation offers companies of varying 
scales a clear, simple roadmap for:

-IFRS Diagnostics

-IFRS Implementation

-Monitoring and audit support

How do I 
manage 

my 
business 

processes?

Cost Optimization 

We seek to help our clients identify not only ways 
to reduce costs but to structure their costs in a 
manner that ensures the success of their 
business. Our approach to cost optimization 
involves both an analysis of the company’s 
finances and the way the company creates value. 
The former seeks inefficiencies in the way the 
company finances its operations and covers costs, 
while the latter seeks irrationalities in the work 
processes that create value and drive revenue



Business Valuation 

Business Valuation service is the process of 
determining the economics values of business. 
Our team uses a variety of models to estimate 
the value of equities:

-Discounter cash flow models

-Multiplier models

-Asset-based models

How do I 
expend 

my 
business?

Due Diligence

Due diligence is an investigation or audit of a 
potential investment, seeking to provide either the 
buying or selling side of a deal with objectivity, 
expertise, and a fresh perspective on the potential 
risks involved. Due Diligence provides a full picture 
of the business being investigated, covering all 
aspects, including its strategy, finances, human 
resources, and legal obligations. 

Bank Negotiation

SavvY is committed to getting the best deal for 
our clients, from interest rates, to grace period, 
to deal structure – to this end, we put ourselves 
in the client’s shoes from the very start, setting 
initial KPIs against which remuneration is 
calculated. Our approach to negotiation with 
financial institutions is rooted in our experience 
working with these organizations, and our deep 
understanding of their incentives and decision-
making processes.

How do I 
raise 

money?

IPO Preparation

SavvY Consulting’s IPO service offer exists to help 
companies develop and execute a plan for listing. 
SavvY can assist at every step, from assessing 
the business transformations necessary to 
conform to regulatory and exchange standards, to 
implementing the transformations, all the way to 
mediating with key organizations in the listing 
process



Mariam Koyava

Managing Partner

Tornike Chkhaidze

Partner

Nick Khatiashvili

Associated Partner

Mariam has a 5 years of experience in
consulting, audit and professional trainings
and is an ACCA Member. Before founding
SavvY, she has worked as a senior auditor at
KPMG and as a risk manager at TBC Bank,
the largest commercial bank in Georgia.
Mariam holds a BBA in finance from
Caucasus University and has completed
Harvard Business School’s HBX CORe
Program

Tornike has a 5 years of experience in
consulting, project management, strategic
planning and Start-up development. He is a
co-founder/partner of UKVE LLC and co-
founder of Crowdfund.ge. Before founding
SavvY he has worked as a CFO at Ikano
Wines, as a senior business consultant at
Direct Solutions LTD and as a consultant at
Umbrella Consulting. Tornike holds a BBA in
financial accounting from the University of
Georgia and a CFA level 1

Nick represents the London branch of SavvY.
Prior to joining us, he spent 7 years working on
different positions in private equity and
corporate finance. He has worked as a senior
analyst at TBC Bank, as a senior investment
analyst at Georgian Co-Investment Fund, and
as a project manager and financial analyst at
Rustavi Metallurgical plant. Nick holds a BBA in
finance from Caucasus University and is an
MBA candidate at London Business School

http://savvy.ge/staff/mariam-koyava/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mariam-koyava-acca-9635783b/
http://savvy.ge/staff/ashley-hardy/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/tchkhaidze/
http://savvy.ge/staff/nick-khatiashvili/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nikoloz-khatiashvili/
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Senior Associate

Tamar Tsiskarishvili
Associate

Ana Akopashvili 
Associate

Teimuraz Chubinidze
Associate

Ana Shalikashvili
Junior Associate
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CR Manager
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Giorgi Meskhishvili
Associate

Lela Kuprashvili
Senior Associate
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To see our full portfolio CLICK HERE

http://savvy.ge/our-portfolio/


During the May to June 2018 period, SavvY conducted 
corporate trainings about analyzing financial 
statements and using accounting ratios at T&K 
Restaurants. The 16-hour training was fully adapted to 
the needs and realities of the fast food industry. The 
training addressed: 
-Analysis of Financial Statements
-Connection between different statements
-Framework of monetary policy in Georgia
-Exchange rate modes
-Budgeting
-Ratios analysis and KPI

During the spring of 2018, SavvY implemented 
Diagnostic, Implementation, and Audit Support in 
terms of Property, Plant, and Equipment for Tbilisi 
Marriott and Courtyard by Tbilisi Marriott. The 
company operates in tourism, particularly in the hotel 
and restaurant sector. Georgia became acquainted 
with Marriott hotels brand through the merit of the 
GMT Group.

From January to May 2018, SavvY provided Atlantic 
Georgia LLC with a diagnosis and an IFRS-compliant 
preparation and analysis of their financial statement 
for the closing period of 2017. It should be noted for 
that year, Atlantic Georgia LLC was one of the top 
foreign investors in the country.

In 2017, SavvY provided full diagnostics of IFRS, IFRS 
implementation, and audit support for Georgia 
pharmaceutical company PSP. PSP is the first official 
Georgian distributor of European pharmaceutical 
plants in the country.

To see our full portfolio CLICK HERE

https://www.facebook.com/McDonaldsGeo/
https://www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/tbsmc-tbilisi-marriott-hotel/
http://psp.ge/new/
http://savvy.ge/our-portfolio/


From August to November 2018  SavvY prepared 
Adjara Investment Potential Assessment for the 
Government of the Autonomous Republic of Adjara, 
which is located in the southern part of Georgia and 
lies on the coast of the Black Sea with the total area 
of 2,880 km2. Within the scope of project, SavvY
studied 4 sectors and 4 sub-sectors of each sector to 
discover possible opportunities. Additionally, SavvY
prepared one particular investment project for 
potential investors. The investment project 
underscored the promotional and interrupting factors 
of investment implementation, and included a detailed 
analysis of competitors and financial forecasts with 
detailed assumptions over a 10-year period, as well as 
an investment assessment with various parameters.

In May-June 2017 to SavvY prepared ad business plan 
for Sairme Resort LLC. Throughout the project our 
team evaluate hospitality investment prospects in 
Sairme, Georgia, delivered feasibility study and 
financial projections. 

In 2016, Savvy’s team prepared a business plan for 
the Quadrum Ski & Yoga Resort in Gudauri, a truly 
unique concept in the hotel market. During the 
working process, SavvY’s team investigated market 
size, analyzed every existing and potential competitor, 
established business assumptions, and created their 
financial model. The project received a loan subsidy 
from the Enterprise Georgia. In 2019 Quadrum 
expanded hotel and re-hired Savvy to perform 
financial projection and feasibility study. 

On April 18th and 19th, the Brazilian Trade Mission 
visited Tbilisi and Yerevan. The event was supported 
and organized by the Brazilian Trade and Investment 
Promotion Agency and the Embassy of Brazil in Tbilisi. 
The objective of the mission was to explore 
opportunities for Brazilian companies in Georgia and 
Armenia and to strengthen trade relations. SavvY was 
hired to conduct the matchmaking service and to 
manage B2B meetings between Georgian/Armenian 
and Brazilian companies.

To see our full portfolio CLICK HERE

http://www.adjara.gov.ge/Englistnews.aspx?pid=1446
http://sairmeresort.ge/en/
http://quadrum-gudauri.com/
http://www.apexbrasil.com.br/home/index
http://savvy.ge/our-portfolio/
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